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Vietnam set to tighten clamps 
on Facebook and Google

Political activists face tougher online policing
HANOI: A struggle over internet laws in Vietnam is
pitting a government keen on maintaining tight control
against US technology companies trying to fight off
onerous new rules - with the country’s online dissi-
dents among the biggest losers. The latest conflict cen-
ters on new cybersecurity legislation set for a vote by
Vietnamese lawmakers later this month. It aims to
impose new legal requirements on internet companies,
and hardens policing of online dissent.

Facebook, Google and
other global companies are
pushing back hard against
provisions that would
require them to store data
on Vietnamese users locally
and open offices in the
country. But they have not
taken the same tough stance
on parts of the proposed law
that would bolster the gov-
ernment’s crackdown on
online political activism.

Vietnam offers a case study in the conflicting pres-
sures the likes of Facebook and Google confront when
operating in countries with repressive governments. It
also shows how authoritarian regimes try to walk a line
in controlling online information and suppressing polit-
ical activism without crippling the digital economy.
Such tensions are playing out across Southeast Asia,
where the enormous popularity of Facebook and
Google has created lucrative business opportunities
and outlets for political dissent. 

With that, though, has come both government cen-
sorship and a way to get propaganda to large audi-
ences efficiently. The region is particularly important
for Facebook and Google because most Internet users
in China are blocked from accessing them. An industry
group called the Asia Internet Coalition (AIC) is lead-

ing efforts to soften the proposed cyber law in
Vietnam.  

Jeff Paine, managing director of the AIC, said he and
others were able to raise concerns about the law
directly with Vietnamese Prime Minister Nguyen Xuan
Phuc and other top government officials when they
visited Singapore last month. The discussions took
place as part of a seminar about internet issues that
included academics, industry officials and the high-lev-

el Vietnamese delegation,
according to Paine. He said
there was “a healthy dia-
logue” that focused mostly
on how Vietnam can lever-
age the next stages of the
digital revolution. But he
said there was no discussion
of content restrictions. 

The Vietnamese govern-
ment did not respond to a
request from Reuters for
comment for this article.

Political activists in Vietnam rely on social media to
rally support, and the new cyber law comes on the
heels of an April letter from more than 50 rights
groups and activists to Facebook Chief Executive
Mark Zuckerberg accusing the company of working
too closely with the Vietnamese government to stifle
dissent. Facebook and Google say they have to abide
by local laws in the countries where they operate.

Facebook’s latest “transparency report,” released
Tuesday, shows that in the second half of last year, the
company began blocking content in Vietnam for viola-
tions of local law for the first time. The company
reported 22 such instances - though it said they were
prompted by “private reports of defamation” rather
than direct government requests. Google last year also
blocked YouTube videos at the request of the govern-

ment for the first time. 
Updated figures released Friday show the company

was asked to remove more than 6500 videos in 2017,
mostly for criticizing the government, and that it com-
plied with a majority of the requests. The transparency
reports do show that the companies don’t automatical-

ly do the bidding of the government. Facebook said it
had received 12 government requests for Facebook
user account data in 2017 and complied with only 4 of
them, all of which were “emergency” requests. The
company defines an emergency as involving “imminent
risk of serious physical injury or death.”—Reuters

HANOI: A man uses a mobile device in a coffee shop in Hanoi, Vietnam.—Reuters
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WASHINGTON: US President Donald Trump’s con-
troversial plan to privatize the International Space
Station (ISS) beginning in 2025 has met with strong
opposition from lawmakers, including from some in
the Republican majority. The US administration
announced in February it wanted to redirect the mon-
ey it spends on the ISS toward other space explo-
ration projects, like returning to the Moon and even-
tually sending people to Mars.

But the plan was deemed too simple and short-
sighted by experts and, crucially, by lawmakers who
control the US purse strings. “We cannot have it all.
Federal funding is not unlimited,” said Lamar Smith,
the Republican chairman of the House Science, Space,
and Technology Committee, during a hearing
Thursday. Any savings that come from de-funding the
orbiting outpost would amount to “not much,” Smith
added. “That’s not going to get us back to the Moon,
that’s not going to get us elsewhere,” he said.

NASA spends between three and four billion dol-
lars per year on the ISS, including the cost of ship-
ping cargo and paying Russia for transporting astro-
nauts aboard the Soyuz.  The United States has not
been able to fly astronauts to space aboard its own
spacecraft since the space shuttle program ended in
2011. If the station were privatized, Americans would
continue to pay for exploration missions and research,
and the savings would amount to no more than one
billion per year, according to researcher Bhavya Lal
at the Institute for Defense Analysis.

That falls far short of the amount needed to fund a
human exploration mission to Mars. “It is unlikely that
a commercial space station would be economically
viable by 2025,” she said. NASA inspector general
Paul Martin has also concluded that it is unlikely that
private industries would assume all the operational
costs of the ISS in 2024 — amounting to $1.2 billion
per year.

Space unites 
Ultraconservative Senator Ted Cruz of Texas-the
state where NASA astronauts train at Houston’s
Johnson Space Center-vowed that as long as he
chairs the space subcommittee, the space station will
be funded. “And as long as Article I of the
Constitution remains intact, it will be Congress that is
the final arbiter of how long the ISS receives federal
funding,” he said at a hearing on Wednesday. Cruz
and his colleagues want to prolong the life of the
space lab until 2028, beyond its current expiration
date of 2024.

Saving the space station is a cause that unites
both Republicans and Democrats. “We’ve got this
platform up there (worth) north of $100 billion, and
it’s there,” said Senator Bill Nelson of Florida, rank-
ing member on the Subcommittee on Space, Science
and Competitiveness. “Abandoning this incredible
orbiting laboratory where they are doing research,
when we are on the cusp of a new era of space
exploration, would be irresponsible at best and
probably disastrous.”

The ISS-long seen as a global symbol of coopera-
tion between the United States, Russia and more than
a dozen other countries-has been in operation since
1998. It remains to be seen how the United States
would pay for both the space station and missions to
the Moon and Mars, without a major hike in the
NASA budget, which today amounts to around $18.4
billion per year.—AFP 

Privatize the ISS? 
Not so fast, 
Congress tells Trump

BEIJING: A suborbital rocket was launched into space
Thursday by a start-up in China’s burgeoning commer-
cial aeronautics industry, as private firms snap at the
heels of their dominant American rivals. OneSpace, the
Beijing-based company behind the launch, is one of
dozens of Chinese rivals jostling for a slice of the global
space industry, estimated to be worth about $339 bil-
lion by Bank of America Merrill Lynch and currently
dominated by SpaceX and Blue Origin in the US.

Its nine-meter “Chongqing Liangjiang Star” rocket
took off from an undisclosed test field in China’s north-
west and reached an altitude of 273 kilometers before
falling back to Earth, the company said in a statement.
The launch aimed to demonstrate an early working
model of the company’s OS-X series of rockets,
designed to conduct research linked to suborbital
flights. By the end of the decade OneSpace expects to
build 20 of the OS-X rockets, which would be capable
of placing a 100-kilo payload into an orbit 800 kilome-
ters from the Earth’s surface, said company spokesman
Chen Jianglan.

The firm is also developing another type of rocket,
the M-series, to compete in the growing microsatellite
sector. These small satellites are typically no larger than
a shoebox and are used to monitor crops, weather pat-
terns or disaster sites or used by universities for
research purposes, according to Jonathan McDowell,
an astronomer at the Harvard-Smithsonian Center for

Astrophysics. Microsatellites are cheaper to build and
easier to deploy than traditional truck-sized versions
and their launch has become increasingly an lucrative
market, currently dominated by the Indian space pro-
gram. Chinese aerospace start-ups were eschewing the
space travel ambitions of their US rivals to compete for
these lucrative microsatellite contracts, said McDowell.

OneSpace’s work has attracted the attention of sev-
eral domestic and foreign clients, Chen said, adding that
“a number of satellite companies in Europe and Asia
have approached us to establish strategic partner-
ships”. Once dominated by state research agencies and
the military, China allowed private companies to enter
the space industry to build and launch satellites in 2014.

Contested claims 
Another Chinese start-up, iSpace, launched a subor-
bital rocket, the Hyperbola-1S, from a test field in the
southern island of Hainan last month. The rocket
reached an altitude of 108 kilometers and served as a
demonstration for its planned small launcher due to be
completed by June 2019, the company’s website said. A
spokeswoman for iSpace insisted it had been “the first
private Chinese firm to launch a commercial rocket”.
But OneSpace maintains its rocket was “designed from
scratch” and had “stronger control capabilities” than
the Hyperbola-1S. Experts have cast doubts on claims
by both companies.  “Onespace and iSpace have both
got their hands on retired Chinese missiles,” McDowell
said. “I am not very sure whether there is a major dif-
ference between what Onespace has done.”  Xin Zhang,
a professor of aerospace engineering at Hong Kong
University of Science and Technology, also sounded a
note of caution.  “They may have cut corners,” he said,
adding it can take up to a decade to develop a fully
functional rocket. OneSpace was founded in 2015 while
iSpace was founded two years ago.—AFP 
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BEIJING: This handout picture shows the
Chongqing Liangjiang Star rocket prepared for
a launch from an undisclosed test field in north-
west China.—AFP 

SAN FRANCISCO: YouTube is  launching a
revamped, standalone streaming music service as
part of an effort to step up competition against fast-
growing rivals like Spotify and Apple Music. The
new YouTube Music is set to launch next week in
the United States, Australia, New Zealand, Mexico
and South Korea, with more markets coming online
soon. The move enables the Google-owned service
to separate its paid, premium video plan from the
music service, offering a variety of free and paid
options.

The free, ad-supported version of the music serv-
ice will be available along with an ad-free subscrip-
tion membership at $9.99 per month. The standalone
music service, which wil l  be two dol lars more
expensive than its current plan, includes “a reimag-
ined mobile app and brand new desktop player”
along with “thousands of playlists, the official ver-
sions of millions of songs, albums, artist radio and
more.” YouTube will offer the “premium” streaming
music as a standalone, or in combination with its
original video plan, which is being rebranded as
YouTube Premium from YouTube Red. The video
service, which includes shows like Karate Kid-
inspired “Cobra Kai,” will be priced at $11.99 and
include ad-free music. 

The move by YouTube comes following a splashy
stock market debut by Swedish-based Spotify,
which claims 75 million paying subscribers and
another 99 million monthly users on its free, adver-

tising-supported tier. Apple chief executive Tim
Cook said in a recent Bloomberg interview that the
company has 50 million paid and trial subscribers on
its music service, which launched in 2015 and does
not have an equivalent free tier.—AFP 

WASHINGTON: Amazon has kept its lead in the
fast-growing global market for smart speakers
powered by artificial intelligence, but Google and
others are gaining, a market tracker said. A survey
this week by Strategy Analytics estimated that
Amazon sold four million of its Echo speakers pow-
ered by its Alexa digital assistant in the first quar-
ter of 2018, for a market share of 43.6 percent.
Amazon’s sales doubled from a year earlier, but its
market share slid because of stronger growth from
others, especially Google.

According to the report, Google delivered some
2.4 million of its Google Home devices in the quarter,
a sevenfold increase from a year ago that gave the
internet giant a 26.5 percent global market share.
New entrants are seeing fast growth in connected
speaker sales, notably China-based Alibaba and
Xiaomi in their home market, and US-based Apple.
According to Strategy Analytics, a total of 9.2 million
units were sold in the quarter, representing growth of
278 percent from a year ago.

The estimates, which come in the absence of
official sales figures from vendors, confirm the trend
of sizzling growth and Amazon losing some of its
early lead. David Watkins, director at Strategy
Analytics, noted that Amazon and Google account-
ed for 70 percent of global sales, down from 94
percent a year ago. “This is partly as a result of
strong growth in the Chinese market for smart
speakers, where both Amazon and Google are cur-
rently absent,” he said.—AFP 
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BEIJING: This file photo illustration
shows�YouTube�logos on a computer screen in
Beijing.—AFP 


